One of the key issues in smart home systems is the lack of interoperability between available solutions. While data representation and communication formats need to be unified, the goal is to provide intelligence for the system control. In this paper, we present a solution for Web services based smart home systems to publish semantic data, and to communicate with agent systems. Communication of browser-based agents with a smart home system is demonstrated. Efficiency of the system is measured and the results provided. The presented solution provides a basis for exploiting intelligence from multi-agent systems in smart home system control.
INTRODUCTION
The main issue with smart home interoperability is that products from different manufacturers are incompatible with each other, and even products of the same brand are unlikely to really interoperate. A smart refrigerator can, for example, send tweets or communicate its content to a smartphone application, but is unable to share data with another smart device. True interoperability can be achieved when heterogeneous smart components can utilize data and suggest actions from and to each other. If manufacturers would agree on common standards, the problem would be nonexistent as the systems would be interoperable by design. Unfortunately, while the vision of smart buildings is nothing new, agreeing on the standards between larger groups of companies has been unsuccessful, except in entertainment electronics.
Smart home interoperability can be separated into four different layers. At the bottom, syntactic interoperability layer considers the capability of devices to be connected into the same system. Functional layer considers inter-device logic that enables actions to be executed in one component based on the information from another component. On semantic layer, data is presented semantically, categorized using context ontologies, and linked to other semantic data. Intelligence layer provides services for controlling the smart home in more sophisticated fashion, including, e.g., adaptive logic for automatizing the smart home behavior and programming. The work presented in this paper concentrates on realizing the semantic layer in a smart home, and enabling the use of the intelligence layer with standard agent technology support.
We consider two practices for implementing the semantic layer. First, we use a standard extensible smart home data format that allows developers to define their own abstractions. This creates simple semantics for the data by categorizing different smart home concepts. Second, we define an ontology based on this smart home Web language, and transform the complete data model into a corresponding semantic representation. The transformation allows representing smart home data in RDF/OWL. To enable the use of the intelligence layer, we implement an agent to handle the communication between smart home and agent systems. Further, we demonstrate interoperability between the smart home system and browser agents.
To realize the above contributions, we present details of the semantic transformation, and the agent platform integration with the smart home system. Measurements are made to calculate the system delays caused by the RDF transformation and the agent platform integration, and to demonstrate the communication with a browser agent. The smart home system is based on open Building Information eXchange (oBIX) (Considine, 2010) specification and the integrated agent platform is the Java Agent DEvelopment Framework (JADE) (Bellifemine et al., 1999) compliant with the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA).
RELATED WORK
Extensive amount of research has focused on smart home interoperability (Jiang et al., 2004) . Many studies have concentrated on connecting heterogeneous devices and subsystems together, and providing a unified interface on top (Perumal et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2007; Tokunaga et al., 2002; Miori et al., 2006) . The approach is applicable for limited amount of devices, as protocol converters and integration platforms need to convert data separately for each protocol. Huge number of different protocols makes the approach cumbersome and sometimes impossible due to use of proprietary protocols.
One of the protocols for the unified high-level Web services interface is open Building Information eXchange (oBIX) (Considine, 2010) from the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS). The data format is based on XML and defines, similarly to any common programming language, a small set of primitive data types for describing the data. It also allows developers to define data structures for their own devices and systems.
Recently, the use of semantic technologies in smart environments has been suggested by many authors (Chen et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2004a; Zhang et al., 2005) . It provides a way to represent data on a higher semantically meaningful level, and share common understanding of the concepts using ontologies. As opposed to attempts of standardizing smart home protocols, semantic community is cooperating and the standardization of semantic formats has been successful. In addition, different application domains can define their own ontologies. In turn, these ontologies can link concepts and properties to common ontologies, for example, in Linking Open Data 1 (LOD) cloud. Thus, applications can understand data from different domains and interoperate.
Various studies propose ontology-based context models for representing smart home context information semantically Kim and Choi, 2006; Xu et al., 2009) . Ontologies, such as CobraOnt (Chen et al., 2003) and CONON (Wang et al., 2004b) have been defined to model context information. Such research interest in using ontologies suggests that adding a semantic layer in smart home can be useful for developing intelligent applications.
Use of Multi-Agent System (MAS) for the building control has also been studied by, e.g., (Huberman and Clearwater, 1995) . They present a system using market-based MAS to provide solution to the problem of thermal resource distribution. However, to gener-alize the idea, detailed research has to be done on the integration techniques between the building systems with the MAS, including data transformation and semantic presentation.
Sashima et al. developed an agent-based contextmediated Web service coordination framework in ubiquitous computing (Sashima et al., 2005) . In their system, each agent is a proxy between SOAP Web services and FIPA Agent Communication Language (ACL). They suggest solutions to coordination issues such as context-aware matchmaking and representation alignment. Similarly to their work, we transform standard smart home Web services language into FIPA ACL and RDF/OWL. However, in our approach the transformation is handled by one centralized agent. Thus, individual system components only need to follow standards from their own domain.
Coyle et al. suggested a sensor fusion-based middleware for smart homes, called ConStruct (Coyle et al., 2007) . Similarly to an integration platform, the solution interconnects heterogeneous devices and presents the information with a unified format, in this case, RDF. In their earlier research (Coyle et al., 2006) , they outlined the idea of transforming XML information from oBIX via XSLT to RDF and illustrated it with the example data of a simple thermostat from the oBIX specification. However, the transformation is not presented in detail and generated semantic data seem not to follow any static ontology. In addition, the transformation is lossy. In Section 4.1, we compare this with our ontology-based transformation.
SEMANTIC INTEROPERABILITY
Semantic representation of the smart home information can be used to facilitate the interoperability. As stated above, on semantic interoperability layer data is presented semantically, categorized using context ontologies, and linked to other semantic data. In addition to the use of standard Semantic Web technologies, other techniques are also considered. Low-level device protocols and syntactic layer Web based data formats can also provide support for describing semantics. The semantic support in our smart home system consists of three layers. Figure 1 illustrates how layers build from simple to more complex and interoperable semantics. Smart Home Web Service Language Layer: The most basic semantics are defined with primitive oBIX data types. They can be used to categorize data into different object types, e.g., boolean and string value objects. Then, developers can define ! " # # ! $ Figure 1 : Semantic interoperability layers. concepts with prototype structures, called oBIX contracts. This extensibility makes oBIX a strong candidate when choosing a smart home Web language. Semantic Web Language Layer: On top of the oBIX primitives and contracts, Semantic Web technologies are exploited. With RDF we can represent the data as subject-predicate-object triples, and make statements about the Web resources as smart home information. OWL makes the language more expressive and provides a standard way to define ontologies. Ontology Layer: With these tools, we are able to define oBIX ontology for describing the oBIX smart home data in Semantic Web. We are also able to transform the oBIX XML data into RDF/OWL in compliance with the oBIX ontology. Now, we can exploit other ontologies alongside with the oBIX ontology. As we are integrating an agent platform with the smart home system, we can use FIPA-RDF0 ontology for the standard presentation of the ACL message content. We could also define generic smart home interoperability ontology for describing the device attributes and providing device and vendor specific annotations, e.g., links to device manuals, software updates, and product catalogs.
IMPLEMENTATION
The objective of the research was to provide semantic interoperability layer for Web based smart home system, and enable intelligence layer with support for standard FIPA compliant agents to communicate with the smart home system. Additionally, we wanted to allow browser-based agents to communicate with the system.
The smart home server used in the implementation is a further development result of our Java based oBIX server. Required features were developed to support semantic technologies and the integration with an agent platform. JADE agent platform was integrated with the oBIX server using a gateway agent that communicates with both systems. JADE is FIPA compliant and one of the most used agent platforms available.
The main components of the system are illustrated in Figure 2 . Integration of the oBIX Server with the MAS is realized through the Gateway Agent. RDF Transformer in the oBIX server is used to convert the oBIX XML data into corresponding RDF/OWL representation. The integrated agent platform utilizes WebSocket communication when communicating with external agents. The Gateway Agent functions as a bridge between the two worlds, oBIX and agents. Any agent communicating with the Smart Home System need to have an ontology alignment with FIPA-RDF0 but also with oBIX ontology.
Ontology and Transformation
We defined oBIX ontology to represent the device information semantically. Now, with the ontology there is an explicit way of describing the oBIX data in RDF/OWL format. When comparing our method with the one in (Coyle et al., 2006) , the transformation process and the semantic representation are different. Their example illustrated a transformation of, e.g., oBIX name facet values into RDF predicates. Thus, it is impossible to define an ontology, as every oBIX XML element with a new name would require an update to the ontology. Additionally, their transformation is lossy as only part of the information from oBIX XML format is included in the RDF representation. Our transformation instead generates RDF/OWL that is based on the oBIX ontology. The ontology covers every possible oBIX element. It defines classes for all the oBIX primitives, and properties for their facets. As the ontology covers the whole oBIX object model, the transformation is also lossless. A transformation example is depicted in Figure  3 . Each XML element in oBIX is transformed into OWL NamedIndividual element. While oBIX has element hierarchy, RDF/OWL lines up all NamedIndividual elements to the same depth. Hierarchy information is stored using hasChild object property.
In practice, RDF Transformer module was developed for the oBIX server, and two different XSLT transformation files were created. The first transfor-
Figure 2: Integration architecture of the smart home system. mation generates pure RDF/OWL compliant with the oBIX ontology, and the second transformation additionally takes into account the FIPA-RDF0 ontology as it is used to generate data for the agent systems. Contracts in oBIX are not represented as classes in the oBIX ontology because that would require dynamic updates to the ontology itself. However, that could be useful in some application scenarios, and could be implemented as a separate oBIX contract ontology.
The oBIX ontology provides a common vocabulary for the agents to handle the smart home information. Additionally, it can be exploited on the intelligence layer for making inferences from the oBIX data to provide reasoning and find inconsistencies. Thus, while it here functions as a common semantic data representation format with shared vocabulary, it also enables further applications to be built on top.
Data Interfaces
The implemented system provides three different data interfaces for the communication with external ap- plications. Main characteristics of the interfaces are summarized in Table 1 . The oBIX specification (Considine, 2010) defines both Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) bindings for the communication. In our oBIX server, the HTTP interface is supported. The interface is simple with direct mappings from read, write, and invoke operations to corresponding HTTP GET, PUT, and POST request methods. Testing the GET method is thus as easy as writing the URI of the object, e.g., http://obixserver/temperaturesensor, to the navigation bar of any browser.
The system also supports requesting RDF/OWL data in XML serialization over HTTP. This is implemented by adding a parameter support for the URIs. For example, the example URI mentioned above can be requested in RDF format using the URI http://obixserver/temperaturesensor?format=rdf. The additional delay caused by the transformation process is discussed in Section 5.
The integrated agent platform provides a standard interface for FIPA compliant agents to communicate with the gateway agent. The gateway agent in turn provides access to the oBIX information in the smart home system. Now, intelligent agents can communicate with the system using ACL and understand the content described in FIPA-RDF content language.
Gateway Agent
Smart home information is provided to the agents through the integrated JADE agent platform. A special gateway agent in the platform was developed to handle the communication with the oBIX server. External agents can contact the gateway agent to access the information on the oBIX server.
The gateway agent interprets the FIPA-RDF messages coming from other agents and forwards the requests to the oBIX server. At the moment, query (FIPA, 2002b) , request (FIPA, 2002c) , and subscribe (FIPA, 2002d) interaction protocols are supported. Query-ref communicative act equals to oBIX read request (HTTP GET) and is used for querying for an identified object. Request communicative act equals to oBIX write request (HTTP PUT) and is used to request to perform a write action. Subscribe communicative act is used to request a subscription on an object and subsequent updates when the referenced object changes. Figure 4 presents a subscribe request message sent to the gateway agent and one of the responses from the gateway agent.
Real-time Data Update
The oBIX specification describes the oBIX data model, XML presentation and the HTTP REST and SOAP communication interfaces. However, it does not define any details on how the devices are actually connected to the server. One possibility is to integrate oBIX server into device or subsystem controllers that have direct access to the device data. The idea of the specification is that enterprise applications can access the smart home information through the defined oBIX interface. Unfortunately, there is no support for realtime data updates. In practice, while oBIX provides a feature called watches for reducing the traffic load when polling for changes in the device data, it does not offer any true real-time notification method to implement server-push communication.
The agent platform integration provides a definite improvement to the real-time communication abilities of the smart home system. The subscribe interaction protocol (FIPA, 2002d) can be used to receive updates on specified data from the server immediately when available. It provides the server-push method that the oBIX specification lacks. Automatic notifications followed by the subscriptions also prevent the possibility of occasionally not registering some frequently changing data values.
WebSocket and Browser Support
FIPA standards define a reference model for agent Message Transport Service (MTS) (FIPA, 2002a) . The model defines the modules in agent platforms that are responsible for delivering messages. Specifically, Message Transport Protocols (MTPs) are protocol level implementations used for message transport between platforms. A platform can have any number of MTPs for inter-platform communication.
Web browsers are traditionally HTTP clients. This has complicated the development of web applications for the Web 2.0. WebSocket is a fairly new technology that provides full-duplex communication channels between web browsers and web servers. Once the client (browser) sends a handshake, the HTTP server interprets it as an upgrade request and establishes a WebSocket. Now, the client can receive data from the server at any time without specifically requesting it.
We run the integrated agent platform with the WebSocket MTP (Järvinen et al., 2014) . While WebSocket communication is more appropriate for the agent communication paradigm than, e.g., HTTP, there is another benefit that motivated us to utilize it. When using a WebSocket, client always initiates the communication. However, after the bi-directional pipe has once been established, both sides can send and receive data at any time. This provides a highly useful server-push feature for the systems that do not want to implement server side functionalities.
Using WebSocket MTP in the integrated agent platform allows browsers to communicate with the agents. This provides a standard way for desktop and mobile device browsers to communicate with the smart home system and receive updates in real-time. Mobile devices can now take part in distributed computing of a smart home. This can result in interesting applications in the future as mobile devices have multiple functionalities that can benefit the smart home system. In addition to the possible sensor and actuator services, smart phones can provide different kind of context information, e.g., location and user availability, and function as a remote user interface and computational entity for several purposes.
To facilitate the development of browser-based agents, we have implemented an ACL JavaScript library. It handles the creation of the FIPA message envelope and the ACL representation. The client only needs to define the agent name, address, and the actual message content. The library was used in the measurements described in the Section 5.
PERFORMANCE
Real-time requirements of smart home systems set limits for system delays. We evaluated the presented system by conducting performance measurements. The objective of the measurements was to find out additional system delays caused by the data conversion and the agent platform integration. Additionally, we measured the network traffic load when using different data interfaces. As we also wanted to demonstrate the interoperability with browser agents, the tests were conducted with JavaScript client programs running in a browser. Further, we developed a browser agent for visualizing temperature data.
To measure the network traffic, and to calculate the additional delays caused by the data conversion and the use of an agent platform, we developed four JavaScript test programs. In each test, the client program and the server program were run in separate computers connected with a hub. Tcpdump packet analyzer 2 program was used to record the network traffic for the post test analysis. Also, for the three first test programs the Round-Trip Time (RTT) of each request-response cycle was recorded. Wireshark packet analyzer software 3 was used for the network traffic analysis.
Each test program fetched a piece of smart home information repeatedly 10 000 times from the server. First test program sent HTTP GET requests to the oBIX server fetching an element in oBIX XML format. Second test program fetched the same information in RDF format over HTTP. Both third and fourth test programs again fetched the same information, but used WebSocket communication, ACL, and the integrated JADE agent platform. The difference in these tests is that the third program was polling the information with Query-ref messages, while the fourth program subscribed to the information once and got an update every time the information changed on the server. The sample data on the server was updated in 100 ms time intervals and the clients were polling that information in 300 ms time intervals.
Comparison of traffic load produced using different data interfaces is depicted in Figure 5 . More traffic is produced using the integrated agent platform with WebSocket interface compared to the oBIX HTTP interface. This can be explained with the differences in the message format. While the overhead of the HTTP protocol frame is many times larger compared to the WebSocket protocol frame (Järvinen et al., 2014) , the message body in our application overturns that advantage. As seen in Figure 3 , the RDF/OWL XML format is clearly more space-consuming than the corresponding oBIX XML format. In addition, agent communication requires a comparatively large message envelope and ACL message body, in addition to the actual FIPA-RDF content. It is notable that with no need to poll for changes in the data, agent subscription method gains significantly in the comparison and ends up with almost equal traffic load with HTTP RDF method. Larger packet size is compensated with the reduced number of packets.
Comparison of the round-trip times is depicted in Figure 6 . It can be seen that the additional delay caused by the RDF transformation is only approximately 7 ms, which is acceptable in most use cases. Surprisingly, using the integrated agent platform interface results in less delay than using HTTP RDF interface. From the results we can conclude that the additional delays are not significant. The subscription test was not included in these results, as it does not have separate request for each update, and is thus not applicable. However, it is notable that the subscribe method is naturally the best option when implementing applications with strict real-time requirements. Subscription method also ensures that every update is actually communicated to the client, while in oBIX polling it is possible to miss rapid changes that happen between poll cycles. In addition to the measurements, we developed a temperature view browser agent. The application subscribed to the temperature information on the smart home server and received sensor value updates every 100 ms. The application visualized the received information in real-time with HTML5 Canvas 2D API.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a solution for realizing the semantic interoperability layer in Web services based smart home systems. The system provides smart home information semantically in RDF/OWL format using both an HTTP interface in oBIX server and a WebSocket interface in JADE agent platform. The system enables the use of MASs to provide intelligence for smart home control.
To represent oBIX information semantically, we defined oBIX ontology. The ontology consists of classes for all the oBIX primitives, and properties for their facets. Every possible oBIX element can be aligned with the ontology. Additionally, FIPA-RDF0 ontology was used for the agent platform integration to support standard FIPA agent communication.
We conducted performance measurements to find out the additional delays caused by the data transformation and the agent platform integration, and to measure the traffic load when using different interfaces. Standard agent communication envelope and ACL format cause more traffic load when using the agent platform interface. However, the use of subscription method can even out the difference significantly. The additional delays are not significant.
In addition to semantic interoperability, subscription support enabled real-time data updates that do not normally exist in oBIX solutions. Real-time communication abilities can be of high importance in vari-ous smart home scenarios. Automatic updates also prevent the possibility of occasionally not registering some frequently changing data values.
We developed an ACL JavaScript library, and demonstrated interoperability between browser agents and the smart home system. The use of WebSocket MTP enabled the communication. Using the default HTTP MTP in JADE it would be impossible for browser agents to receive messages from the smart home system. Providing a standard Web interface for mobile devices, e.g., smart phones can result in interesting applications in the future. We consider browser agents as important technology to participate in realizing the ambient intelligence.
Both the idea of transforming smart home Web services data into RDF and to represent it in standard FIPA-RDF agent language have been proposed by earlier research in the field. However, detailed and evaluated generalizable approach similar to ours to map Web services based smart home information from oBIX into RDF has not been presented before.
Future work includes better data mapping with known ontologies, implementation of real world use cases, and development of intelligent agent services.
